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This book is good for preparing for the GED in Spanish because, like the other Steck-Vaughn GED

books, it has short and concise lessons, relevant exercises, and detailed answers in the back. The

practice tests are also very useful.What I and my students have trouble with is the Spanish

translation and how this can cause miscommunication. This is present in all the Steck-Vaughn

books. For example, the wording seems to be a direct translation from English so that an item which

asks about pairs of pants sounds like it is asking about two items of clothing because the word "pair"

in Spanish is not used in the same way. A "pair" in Spanish would be two. In math, this is an

obvious difficulty. The dialect and word choice is also often not understood by my Mexican students

here in California. In general, we deal with these issues as part of the larger issue of Spanish in the

U.S. and appreciate the clearness of the lessons and the detailed answers.

I loved using this book to teach math. it is very compact and covered all of the basic concepts. since

many were new concepts to my students i had to supplement it with additional worksheets, but I

prefer a compact book with worksheets outside anyway. It is very clearly written.



If you have never finish your school or need to review a past mat for whatever GED, ASVAB, or

college this book is the best way. The way that they explain the mat solution for each mat problem is

simple and very easy to understand. Whit patient and dedication you will be as good at mat like the

rest of the class. Believe me when I tell you this because that was my case. Another thing is that

this book provides a lot of mat exercises so you don't have any other question or daut.

The book has a good number of exercises to master each concept it addresses. Since it is part of a

set of five books, I can't use it as my textbook due to costs, but it is a great supplement by itself.

This book provides a carefully organized study of math principles from easy concepts to more

complex problems. Still the book maintains ease of comprehension. Answers to problems in the

back are a plus.I highly recommend it!ESTE LIBRO DE MATEMATICAS ES EXCELENTE PARA EL

ESTUDIO DE GED EN ESPANOL. LA ORGANIZACION DEL TEXTO DESDE PRINCIPIOS

MATEMATICOS FACILES HASTA OTROS MAS COMPLEJOS AYUDAN A LA COMPRENSION

DE MATEMATICAS. RECOMIENDO MUCHO ESTE LIBRO.

Buen libro de matematicas y muy apegado al programa del GED.

its was delivered on time and days estimated, this product is ok for me and for my wife. we were

studying for GED test and this book was good for the class ad the test. thanks

Esta libro verdaderamente me ayudo mucho. Es muy claro y con muchas oportunidades para

practicar. Fue una buena compra. Ademas puede uno repasar muchos temas diferente.
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